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CRH CIMENT (ROMANIA) S.A. is part of CRH plc group in 
Romania, worldwide leader group of construction materials and 

products, offering an innovative approach towards efficent 
implementation of building projects and a sustainable built 
environment.  

The Objective to conduct business in a responsible and sustainable manner is a key 
element of CRH strategic vision . 

 Local Communities 
CRH is an important presence within the Romanian society, providing a significant 

influence, especially to local communities resident nearby our production facilities. In 

many areas, especially rurals, we are commonly the most significant employer, while 

in cities case, the company's contribution is major.  

This statue motivates us to be an example in commercial practices domain, while in 
the same manner we comiited to be a company that respects all business and social 
partners. 

All investments implemented over the time pursued a priority objective, that to 
become from an economical agent to leader in the fields as community development, 
local cultural specific preservation, environmental care education and civic 
involvment.  

We are well awared, aswell as communities that we operate within, of the importance 
of creating and maintain of a constant dialog of cooperation in the scope of satisfying 
the needs of communities.  

Thus, we commit to operate all our activities in an ethical and open manner, but alsi 
to build solid relationships with all that represent local or extended communities.  

Our Policy regarding local communities includes partnerships aswell as support to 
communities initiatives, exchenge on important themes for these, a communication 
system based on suggestions and complains and activities as "open gates" events.  

CRH CIMENT (ROMANIA) S.A. strongly believe that business succes is built on 
maintaining of an excellent  relationship with all stakeholders. Nevertheless, 
communities within our operational areas are considered being the most interested 
part to get to know each others and keeping a positive impact.  
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We are fermly committed to an open relationship with local 
communities that are impacted by our operations, or by our 
suppliers activities and to answer their needs, in a 
transparent communication manner, having strong belief that 
in this way we can contribute to a sustainable future and a 
durable built environment.  

 
 
 
 

MANAGING DIRECTOR  
Aggregates and RMX 
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